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What is this life I have been introduced to! Waking up before the crack of dawn so I could compete in my
ﬁrst real triathlon. I must be crazy! My race was the last heat of the day, but my brother Reiny needed to
be at Shatin by 05:30 hrs so I had many hours to kill in the boiling hot sun riding my bike exploring
around the Science Park.
Sadly before the beginning of my race, I accidently bashed into some solid poles & really hurt my knee.
Poor Mum & Dad, they had already been attending to Reiny after he had crashed his bike (that’s another
story!) so the last thing they needed was to see me crying & limping with a bleeding knee.
It took all my courage to enter the water for my race. Not just because I was scared, but I knew the salt
water would sing my bleeding knee. Waiting for the start of the swim (my ﬁrst time doing a deep water
start) was just horrible. People were trying hold on to me and I thought I was going to drown. Finally the
hooter blasted and I began to swim. I honestly tried to swim normally, but was more comfortably
swimming polo style. I was so scared. I know I’m meant to put my head in the water, but I just couldn’t.
Finally , I reached land. I did not feel great. I ran to transition & found my bike. I was so glad Kate had
taught me all the important rules in transition. Number one: helmet, followed by shoes and then race belt. I
grabbed my bike and made sure I mounted it after the mounting line.
I felt really good riding the two laps on my bike and passed many people. I was relieved to feel the cool
breeze in my face and was actually disappointed to ﬁnish the ride. I saw the dismounting line up ahead &
unfortunately I jumped oﬀ my bike too fast. Tragically, I fell and grazed both of my knees. (Remember I
only grazed one knee earlier!). I could not stop the tears from ﬂowing. However, I picked up my bike and
continued to transition. I couldn’t believe my luck; someone else had parked their bike in my spot! The
marshall lady kindly helped me to make room for my bike. Next, all I had to do was run 1.6 km. I was
sobbing. The sun was so hot, my knees were killing me and I couldn’t breathe. Somehow I forced my legs to
move. My coaches Kate & Andrew and my 26 Coaching colleagues were all cheering me on. How could I let
them down? I crossed the ﬁnish line and the tears continued to ﬂow down my sweaty face. I did it! My ﬁrst
triathlon completed and I looked like I had been through a battleﬁeld. It can only get better.
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